Ghost Ship
THE SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO SCULPTOR WALTER REDINGER REVITALIZES A MYSTICAL PRACTICE
by JOHN BENTLEY MAYS

No ideas but in things, wrote the American poet William Carlos Williams in 1944. He did not know Walter Redinger, who came of
creative age a couple of decades later in London, Ontario, and in Toronto. But in writing that terse line—a controversial proposition
about reality, a summary manifesto about art, a world view in five words—Williams could have been prophesying Redinger’s art,
which his words perfectly characterize.
Everything is on the surface in Redinger’s intensely eccentric work in all mediums: no text, no formidable cultural theory, can be
invoked to explain or ease the ouch of what the artist does. The intense, crowded drawings that Redinger turns out ceaselessly at
his studio deep in the farming country of southwestern Ontario are surely open to interpretation, but, ultimately, they do not satisfy
the viewer’s hunger for deeper meaning. They demand to be taken as the strange thing that happens to paper when the artist’s
dotting and daubing and delineation flips beyond reason into a self-immolating creativity, extinguishing whatever symbolism or
higher significance we may be tempted to wrest from the dense thicket of gestures on the page.
So also the sculptures. To viewers inclined to look for recognizable figures in all art, some of the large cast-plastic pieces— always
Redinger’s best-known works—may resemble fleshy bulbs and bulges, earlobes or breasts, glands or sinister growths under the
skin. In a 1998 review of Redinger’s work at Mitchell Algus Gallery, which represents him in New York, the Times critic Roberta
Smith saw in them “a slightly creepy, corporeal aspect, an interest he shares with many of today’s young artists. Irregular in shape
and surface, his red plastic wall reliefs are gleaming melting blobs whose smooth protrusions and folds can suggest a phantasm
out of ‘Ghostbusters’ or the body’s interior greatly magnified: perhaps a swath of muscle or the inside wall of an artery.”
Spectators who like to invest abstract sculpture with figurative meaning in this way have, I suppose, their reward. But over the period of observation the sculptures deserve, the identity of these objects gradually becomes less obvious. They shed their allusions
and settle into being what they are: enigmatic, inert, logicjamming apparitions, fantastic and unmeaning things that lodge them-

selves uncomfortably in the mind, like fragments of dream.
Or take Redinger’s immense and fascinating Ghost Ship, which was shown this past winter (along with drawings and other sculptures) at the Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art in Toronto. Begun around 1990 with a series of small studies (since destroyed), this project of imagination was first made visible in what the artist calls simply a “boat”; it was shown at Toronto’s Christopher Cutts Gallery in 1994. Other versions and fragments were exhibited in London, Ontario, in 1998. “After the shows were over,”
Redinger told me in an e-mail, “I brought the boats home and started to dismantle them as I was not happy with them. I cut these
boats and used their parts as if going through a stage of entropy. I used some of the parts and created new parts that eventually
became the Ghost Ship.”
The final act in this sequence of revision, assemblage and construction—the Ghost Ship shown at MOCCA—was completed in
late 2006. At first glance, this dark piece in driftwood and twisting wands of sumac sheathed in fibreglass reminds the viewer of a
ship listing in heavy seas, with a wind-driven, soaring prow, a notional sail, an elaborate stern and rudder. We can follow this early
impression where it quickly leads us: down the rabbit hole into the brilliant wonderland of maritime imagery in Western art, from the
soul-rescuing Barque of St. Peter, through Géricault’s Raft of the Medusa, to the profoundly allusive ship-sculptures of the contemporary Canadian artist Peter von Tiesenhausen. The title of the work and its sculptural form plausibly prompt us to imagine Ghost
Ship in this tradition, so rich in the symbolism of discovery, wandering and catastrophe.
But keep looking, keep considering Redinger’s creative practice in drawing and sculpture over many decades, and the most obvious meaning of Ghost Ship begins to slide. The open network of lines suggests no longer a vessel but the rotting carcass of a
beached, fabulous sea creature, its once-powerful sinews and ligaments burnt by the sun. Yet, again, the mind cannot rest here.
Such satisfying biomorphic interpretation is unsettled by the faintly repellent, insistently modern sheen of sandpapered plastic, and
by the obsessive joining of twig to twig repeated endlessly, in the manner of the drips in a Pollock painting. Like Redinger’s drawing, which rapidly surrenders all pretense to art-historical resonance or philosophical depth, Ghost Ship becomes at last less a depiction of anything in the real world than the abstract expression of a raw state of consciousness and spirit, bruised and extreme,
radically uncompromising, quixotic.
This body-based, antitranscendent spirituality is also the theme of recent works by Redinger that were shown last winter by the
St. Thomas-Elgin Public Art Centre at the majestic, derelict Canada Southern Railway station in the southwestern Ontario city of
St. Thomas. Suspended overhead, these constructions (called Les Formes) are, like the Ghost Ship they precede, large webs of
branches, roots, twigs and animal skulls encased in fibreglass. Like the piece shown at MOCCA, they superficially recall things out
of the visual inventory of Western art and culture: threatening clouds, or nightmarish birds howling down from the clouds, or avenging angels descending from the sky on the Day of Judgment. Yet, here once more, these works are best understood not as images
of something in the visible world but as lucid and unmediated embodiments of certain spiritual states that defy our efforts to put
them down in clear, unthreatening language—anxiety and vague dread, and the existential ungrounding that comes when we try to
imagine our own physical extinction.

The winter exhibitions at MOCCA and St. Thomas gave Toronto gallerygoers a valuable reintroduction to Redinger’s art, which has
not been seen in Canada’s largest art centre since 1994. (His work has been displayed frequently over the last decade, however,
in London, Ontario, and in New York.) But despite the definite public worth of these recent museum and gallery shows, Redinger’s
remarkable new work is certainly best seen in its rural Ontario birthplace, where I first encountered it late last year. The shadowy
cinder-block bunker in which Ghost Ship was fabricated, amid the clutter of older sculptures and raw materials, provided a mysterious, dusk-like atmosphere that was peculiarly right for viewing a piece that hovers between fact and fiction, dark fantasy and
dense materiality. The works later shown at St. Thomas similarly carried their fullest imaginative force in the studio, installed as
they were high in the dark over the thick, furious commotion of Redinger’s Room, an experimental undertaking in black and white
that combines paintings, sculptures and drawings into a spinning churn.
In whatever context we find it, however, Redinger’s work deserves to be seen and appreciated for what it is: an involving, hectic
and (as far as I know) unique project in contemporary Canadian sculpture. No ideas but in things: absent from this art are the
metaphysical complexity and weight so treasured, so keenly sought, in Western painting and sculpture from the Renaissance until
the unquiet death of poignant meaningfulness in the time of Warhol and Judd. We live now in an era rife with revivals and recuperations of this lost art-historical and symbolic depth, some deeply engaging. But Redinger’s project is not among them. Behind his
current work stand the Minimalists, whose sculpture eloquently embodied the disillusioned, postmetaphysical mood of the 1960s,
the decade in which Redinger emerged on the Canadian art scene. Behind it also stands the artist’s own long career as a maker of
odd forms that totter on the unsteady, contaminated edge of reason.
If, like William Carlos Williams and the Minimalists, Redinger is a mystic—as I believe him to be—his mysticism is similarly one
with no place for God, transcendence, closure. It offers no resolution of the unsatisfied hankerings and essential doubts that constitute the modern condition. Neither does his mystical method ever relax into melancholy for some past attainment snatched away
by the engines of modernity. Nowhere more urgently than in the works recently shown in Toronto and St. Thomas, Redinger’s
practice painfully exposes the no ideas but in things of our existence, the radical and eternal now of our anxiety.
This article was first published online on March 15, 2007.

